
Assembly Instructions
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3 Faces to Win!!!

Alternative Winning/challenges with checkboxes
-Tripple Face
-3 Faces
-Majority faces
-Total Domination (All faces)
-Cats Game (nobody wins 3)
-Intellectual Domination (all sides are cats)
-Perfect game (3 faces with no more t n x moves, ie the minimum number of moves) 
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If you claim an edge, you get the
adjacent edge too

Follow the arrow to the adjacent face
of the cube

Then find the arrow closest to your
first mark

If you claim a center, flip the cube over and
claim the center of the opposite face of the
same color

Your opponent must play on this face

Your opponent must play on this face

If you get three in a row on a single face,
you win that face

A face that has been won cannot be
played anymore

If a player is forced to play on a face
that has already been won, that player
can play anywher else on the cube

The first player to win three faces
wins the game!
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If you claim a corner, you get all the
adjacent corners too

Follow the arrow to the adjacent face
of the cube

Then find the arrow closest to your
first mark

Your opponent must play on this face

Rules of Play
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If you claim an edge, you get the
adjacent edge too

Follow the arrow to the adjacent face
of the cube. Your opponent must play
on this new face.

Then find the arrow closest to your
first mark

If you claim a center, flip the cube over and
claim the center of the opposite face of the
same color

Your opponent must play on this new face

Video tutorial at PlaytCubed.com/rules

Only use DRY ERASE markers. Clean with alcohol wipes.

If you get three in a row on a single face,
you win that face

A face that has been won cannot be
played anymore

If a player is forced to play on a face
that has already been won, that player
can play anywhere  else on the cube

The first player to win three faces
wins the game!

tCubed can be enjoyed by 1 to 4 players. The following rules apply in all cases, and show how to achieve
a Basic Win when playing with two players. Look at the Challenges section for more ways to win.  

Go to PlaytCubed.com/challenges for more challenges

If you claim a corner, you get all the
adjacent corners too

Follow the arrow to the adjacent face
of the cube. Your opponent must play
on this new face.

Then find the arrow closest to your
first mark

Basic Win (1-2 players)
First to win three faces   

Basic Win (3 players)
First to win two faces   

Basic Win (4 players)
First to win one face   

Hat Trick 
Win three faces at once   

Perfect Game 
Win with minimum number
of moves    

Majority Rules
Play until all sides are complete
Player with most faces wins

Total Domination
Win  all faces

Cat’s Game
No one wins three faces

Total Draw
No one wins any faces

Challenges
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